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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is using AWS to run an internet-facing production
application written in Node.js. The Development team is
responsible for pushing new versions of their software directly
to production. The application software is updated multiple
times a day. The team needs guidance from a Solutions Architect
to help them deploy the software to the production fleet
quickly and with the least amount of disruption to the service.
Which option meets these requirements?
A. Deploy the base AMI through Auto Scaling and bootstrap the
software using user data. For software changes, SSH to each of
the instances and replace the software with the new version.
B. Use AWS CodeDeploy to push the prepackaged AMI to
production. For software changes, reconfigure CodeDeploy with
new AMI identification to push the new AMI to the production
fleet.
C. Use AWS Elastic Beanstalk to host the production
application. For software changes, upload the new application
version to Elastic Beanstalk to push this to the production
fleet using a blue/green deployment method.
D. Prepackage the software into an AMI and then use Auto
Scaling to deploy the production fleet. For software changes,

update the AMI and allow Auto Scaling to automatically push the
new AMI to production.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the minimum size of the data store disk for the Virtual
Whitewater appliance?
A. 5% of the cloud license capacity.
B. 20% of the cloud license capacity.
C. 25% of the cloud license capacity.
D. 15% of the cloud license capacity.
E. 10% of the cloud license capacity.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements about data flow objects in
SAP BW/4HANA are true?
Note; There are 2correct answers to this question.
A. Data flow objects can be modeled in the Eclipse-based
modeling tools for SAP BW/4HANA.
B. The data flow object is the successor of the semantically
partitioned object (SPO) in SAP BW/4HANA.
C. Dataflow objects are not available for SAP BW/4HANA.
D. A data flow object is a TLOGO object (transportable object)
in SAP BW/4HANA and describes a data flow.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two components are 802.1X components? (Choose two.)
A. User?
B. Accounting server
C. Authentication server
D. Authenticator
E. Client
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
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Explanation:
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